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A Deeper Dive into the Reported $155M in Check Fraud Losses
It's widely accepted that industry check fraud attempts and losses have grown 200% to as high as 400% since pre-pandemic levels. However, as all are 
well aware, each bank is different; attempts and losses can be mitigated by improving processes and selecting the right tools, technologies, and vendors.

Such is the case for one large financial institution: Regions Bank. In its third quarter earnings call held on October 
20, 2023, executives from Regions Bank reported some shocking numbers on check fraud losses:

• Q1 2023: $20M in check fraud losses (“Normal level”)
• Q2 2023: $82M in check fraud losses
• Q3 2023: $53M in check fraud losses
• Q4 2023: Estimated $25M in check fraud losses

While details are limited, we can deduce that their check fraud detection processes and tools, combined with the 
delays discussed, are NOT spotting the fraudulent checks during the initial depositing process... 

Read the full article g

Click here to view the web version of the OrboNation Newsletter.
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Artificial Intelligence: Futuristic Dream 
or Realizable Present?

Artificial intelligence has been one of the 
hottest topics within the banking industry 

over the past few years. Every day, banking 
professionals are bombarded with emails 

from publications and vendors relating how AI 
is the greatest thing to happen to the banking 
industry; yet, according the American Banker...

Read the full article g

Strategic Tech Decisioning Key for Future 
Success of Financial Institutions

A new article by Bain & Company shares 
what they've learned after analyzing the 
performance of 42 of the world's largest 
banks based on total shareholder return, 

cost-to-income ratio, and net promoter score 
over the past few years. Their findings? No 

surprise here: Banks leading in technology...
 

Read the full article g

Preventative Measures to Mitigate 
Check Fraud for Suppliers

Business checks are a prized commodity 
when it comes to check fraud, as 81% of 

businesses still pay other firms with checks. 
This presents a major opportunity for 

fraudsters -- made clear as business checks 
are sold for $250+ on the dark web vs. $175 

for personal checks. The reasons are...
 

Watch the video and read the full article g

Mail Theft & Check Fraud Victims: 
Individuals, Businesses, and now Congress?

Rep. Ken Calvert, a Republican congressman 
from California, spotlighted the increase in mail 

theft/check fraud. Now, in an ironic twist, 
an article from Raw Story reports that Rep. 

Calvert's very own leadership political action 
committee experienced an "unauthorized 

expense" worth $9,900 in late August...
 

Read the full article g

Diversity of Deposits Key for 
Digital Banking Success

As we've noted in previous blog posts, digital 
banking is growing by leaps and bounds - 

good news for financial institutions, as digital 
banking availability and usage have been 

shown to boost customer loyalty and provide 
a host of other upsides. However, as explained 

via a post at BAI.org by Danielle Kane...

Read the full article g

Check Fraud Can Cost Businesses 
Up to 1.5% of Their Revenue

Industry Analysts, Inc. reminds us that 
checks are still a force to be reckoned with. 
While most execs are sweating over digital 
breaches, a significant risk is being swept 

under the rug — check fraud. It’s alarming to 
think that this blind spot can cost businesses 

up to 1.5% of their revenue...

Read the full article g

UK Finance Reports Cases of Check 
Fraud Increased +35% in H1 2023

While we typically focus on fraud as it occurs 
here in the USA, many financial institutions 
operate in multiple countries. This includes 

our friends "from across the pond": the United 
Kingdom. Recently, UK Finance released their 

2023 Half Year Fraud Update, a report on 
fraud statistics for the first half of this year ...

Download the report and read the full article g

Understanding Reg CC “Exceptions” 
for Fighting Check Fraud

Mary Ellen Biery, a Senior Strategist & Content 
Manager at Abrigo, offers a look at the 

challenges facing financial institutions as they 
work to comply with Reg CC while protecting 
themselves from the rapidly growing threat 
of check fraud. The first thing to point out is 
"Nothing in Reg CC affects a FI's right to...

Read the full article g

Apple: New Open Banking Feature 
Launched for UK Customers

It is no secret that the banking industry is 
a ripe target for big tech. Recently, we've 
seen Elon Musk's "X" make it known they 
are entering the payments realm, having 

begun the process of applying for regulatory 
licenses and development of the software 

needed. Additionally, we saw Apple launch...

Read the full article g

OrboGraph Partners with Dr. David Maimon, Expert in Proactive Fraud Intelligence
Relationship will drive new innovation and collaboration around dark web check fraud prevention

Burlington, MA, November 13, 2023 – OrboGraph, a global leader in the fields of check fraud detection 
and image recognition solutions, is excited to announce a strategic partnership with Dr. David Maimon, 
Professor at Georgia State University, and a recognized authority in Proactive Fraud Intelligence. This 
collaboration underscores OrboGraph's commitment to remaining at the forefront of fraud detection 
and prevention in the financial industry.

As part of this partnership, Dr. Maimon will be a featured presenter at the upcoming OrboGraph Virtual 
Check Fraud Roundtable on November 14th. The roundtable will provide a platform for industry leaders 
and experts to discuss the latest advancements in fraud detection, focusing on emerging trends in dark 
web activity.

Dr. Maimon will also co-present a webinar with OrboGraph, delving into the newest developments in 
dark web activity and their implications for financial institutions...

Read the full press release g
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